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RENEWAL
MHAG is very pleased to offer a new
peer-led support group every Tuesday
evening for members of the LGBTQ
community. The Renewal Support
Group meets from 7:00-8:30pm in
the MHAG classroom.
The group is co-facilitated by Rick
Mozena and Ted Hunter. Rick is a NC
Certified Peer Support Specialist, and
Ted is a long-time volunteer and supporter of MHAG.
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Renewal is a peer-led support group providing a safe, judgement-free
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HURTING AND NOBODY KNOW
BY GWENDOLYN ELLISON
Have you ever took the time to really
know someone hurting and nobody
know. The new girl or boy in school.
Hurting and nobody know. The new
woman or man in the neighborhood.
Hurting and nobody know.
I call to check on you. You call back. I
leave a message you call back. Never
just call. Hurting and nobody know.
Never call just to say how are you. Do
you want to take a ride? Do you want to
have coffee? Do you need a friend?
Hurting and nobody know.
When they throw the dirt on the casket
or ask you to lay a flower down. Hurting
and nobody know. You never took the
time to find out who they were. You say
they were nice. Hurting and nobody
know.
I see you on Sunday. I see you on
Wednesday. Sometimes on Saturday.
Hurting and nobody know. You say that
you have it all together. How come you
never said can I be your friend? What
was wrong with that person? Hurting
and nobody know.
Jesus said to love one another and love
as we love ourselves. Do we not love
ourselves? Hurting and nobody know.
You may ask here and there what do
you want or where do you want to go.
But most of the time you go here you go
there. Hurting and nobody know.
All you wanting was for someone to
care. I mean really care. I just call to
ask how are you feeling. That is not
asking a lot. Hurting and nobody know.
As you walk away from the casket, you
never knew that person. All you can say,
they were really nice. You never took
the time to really know them.
Hurting and nobody know.
Hurting and nobody know.
Hurting and nobody know.
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RICK’S STORY
My name is Rick Mozena. I was born on September 12, 1965 as Rachelle
Minder. I am a transgender man with the diagnosis of severe depression,
anxiety and agoraphobia with suicidal ideations. I am the youngest of nine
children. I had the best Mom and Dad anyone could want. They were both
loving and caring individuals. I had a wonderful childhood.
In 1981 I met my best friend Dean. He and I were inseparable and in 1983 we
got engaged. Then in March of 1984 my father died of strokes. I thought since
I was there when he was having the strokes I should have been able to save
him. I blamed myself for his death. Then in July of 1984 my best friend Dean
and I got married. Not even a year later my husband Dean died of Hodgkin's
disease stage 4 cancer. Again I blamed myself for his death. I should have
been able to see that he was sick.
In 1986 I met a woman I thought I was in love with. The relationship lasted
eighteen years. She was mentally and physically abusive. At the end of our
relationship she held a knife to my throat and threatened to kill me. While I
was going through the abuse my oldest brother died. I was very sad but had
no one to lean on.
In 2005 I met the love of my life, Vicki. In 2006 Vicki and I got married in a
rose garden in Reno Nevada. Soon after that Vicki got caught up in alcohol.
Then my mother died in 2007. I was devastated. How could I go on without
my mother she was my rock. Vicki's drinking problem got worse and out of
control. She soon developed an ulcer that perforated her stomach and intestines. Vicki spent three months in the hospital and 4 weeks in a medical induced coma. She recovered and we went back to work.
I was at work one day and out of nowhere I started crying and I couldn't stop.
I was shaking and my boss sent me home from work. Anxiety set in fast and
soon I was not able to get in to work. Then I was unable to get in the car then
out of the house. Depression and agoraphobia set in quickly. I have been in
the hospital more than ten times in eight years. I felt I didn't have a reason to
live even though I had a loving wife and a loving family at home.
My last stay in the hospital was in 2016. Scott, a Peer Support Specialist from
MHAG, came in to tell his story. Something clicked that day. After I got out of
the hospital I went to the MHAG Saturday Road to Recovery support group.
Then I started going to classes at MHAG. I finally had a purpose in life. I
wanted to become a Peer Support Specialist and start a group for the LGBTQ
community for people dealing with mental health issues.
I am now a NC Certified Peer Support Specialist and have begun facilitating
the Renewal Tuesday evening support group for the LGBTQ community. I not
only have a purpose, I now have a Passion.

WORKPLACE MENTAL HEALTH

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2016-2017

MHAG has created a series of one-hour ‘lunch and learns’ aimed at destigmatizing mental illness, creating organizational awareness about mental health
and building management and employee skills for coping with common workplace stresses.

Officers
Scott Grubbs, President
Chuck Hodierne, MA. Vice President
Secretary—open
Hugh Murtagh, Treasurer

Participants in the program will feel better able to:


Understand how mental health impacts work

Directors
Ciara Marable, MEd, NCC, DCC



Talk about mental health concerns

Michael Schlosser, JD



Recognize signs and symptoms of common mental illnesses

Michelle Bostian, MSW, LCSW



Seek help for themselves and others

Rebecca Buchanan, PHR, SHRM-CP



Find mental health resources, at work and in the community

Robin Campbell, MS, NCC, LPC
Tom McKenna

Topics include:

Executive Director
Donna Shelton, MHA



The Modern Plague: Stress & Anxiety



Job Burnout and Self-Care



Verbal De-escalation and Crisis Management



How to Deal with Workplace Aggression



How to Talk to an Employee About Alcohol or Substance Use



How to Communicate Effectively



How to Motivate Change



You Can Dream it. Now Achieve it: How to Set and Reach Your Goals



Understanding Depression



Mental Health 101



Mindless, Mind Full, or Mindful? Mindfulness 101



Caregiver Self-care

Staff
Alexandra Espitia, Director of Recovery Initiatives
Amber Reed, MA, NCCPSS, Peer
Support Specialist
David Cray, NCCPSS, Peer Support
Specialist
Janet Cooke, CPA, Accounting Manager
John Sumner, Director of Program
Development
Louis Cunningham, NCCPSS, Peer
Support Specialist

For more information or to
schedule a Lunch & Learn
contact Donna Shelton at
336.373.1402 or
donna@mhag.org.

Scott Ciallella, NCCPSS, Peer Support Specialist
Stephanie Rhodes, BSN, RN,
NCCPSS, Director of Peer Support
Services
Tammi Taylor, MS, NCCPSS, Peer
Support Specialist
Victoria Lare, MA, Office Manager

Photo Credit: Cracking Under
Pressure, by Bernard Goldbach,
https://flic.kr/p/aym3dZ
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NEXT COURSE START DATES
Anger Mgt:

July 28

Concepts:

August 14

Principles:

July 3

Systems:

July 25

WMR:

July 6

WRAP:

July 19

ANNOUNCEMENTS


MHAG is offering three QPR Suicide Prevention classes this summer—on June 21st, July 19th and August 16th. All classes will start at 1:00
pm, at the Dorothy Bardolph Human Services Building. QPR teaches emergency mental health intervention for suicidal persons - participants learn how
to recognize the warning signs of a suicide crisis and refer the individual to
help. For more information and to register go to www.mhag.org, under Programs and Services tab. Registration is required.


ATTENDANCE POLICY
Classes must begin with sessions 1
or 2 except for WRAP, which has to
begin with Session 1. In order to
begin classes an orientation is required. To schedule an orientation,
please call the office and ask for
our Director of Peer Support Services.

Mental Health First Aid w ill be offer ed July 11 and 12, fr om
12:30-4:30pm, at the Dorothy Bardolph Human Services Building. MHFA is
an internationally recognized training program that teaches participants how
to identify, understand and respond to signs of mental illnesses and substance use disorders. For more information and to register visit
www.mhag.org under Programs and Services tab. Registration is required.



Drop by Deep Roots Market and chat with MHAG staff or get a mental health screening. We’ll have an information table there every fourth
Wednesday, 10:00am-2:00pm, throughout the summer months.


GRADUATION DATES
June 29
September 28
December TBD
Graduation will be held quarterly,
at noon, to include graduates of all
classes since the prior graduation
ceremony.

The Compeer Connections Wednesday afternoon line-up now includes Bingo every 2nd and 4th Wednesday. Book Club continues every 1st
Wednesday, Games & Puzzles are every 3rd Wednesday, and Arts & Crafts is
every 5th Wednesday. Activities are always from 1:00-2:30pm in the MHAG
classroom.



We have five new Compeer Matches, and are continuing to recruit
volunteers and peers for the program. In the Compeer Program, volunteers
are matched in a one-to-one supportive relationship with individuals who are
in recovery with a mental health diagnosis. Compeer friends typically spend
one hour a week communicating by phone or engaging in mutually affordable
or free activities in the community that both enjoy. For questions call the volunteer coordinator at 336-373-1402 ext. 207 or email alex@mhag.org.



Julia Pero, Dir ecto r of Reco ver y In itiatives, is stepping
down to pursue a degree in counseling but will continue to volunteer with
MHAG as a NC Certified Peer Support Specialist and QPR Suicide Prevention
instructor. Alexandra Espitia, our intern from UNCG, has completed her degree in public health education, with a minor in psychology, and will be joining us June 1st as director of recovery initiatives. Alex is also a Certified
Health Education Specialist.



Congratulations!
WRAP Class Graduates, April 2017

Hold the dates—more information to come:



Shea’s Chase 5k Run & Walk—November 4, 2017



Mental Health Recovery Summit—September 14, 2017



Thank you to the Lincoln Financial Foundation for an $8,000 grant
to support the Wellness Academy.



Thank you to the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro for
a $2,500 grant to support building Board of Directors’ marketing capacity.
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MHAG EVENTS
32 golfers turned out for the 3rd Annual Wellness Academy Golf Classic. Aside
from a brief downpour that deterred no one, a good time was had by all!

PROVIDER ACADEMY
June 13: Recovering from Trauma
and Addiction.
Facilitator: Dale Kanterman, BCND,
D.PSc, CCT. A View to Your Health
PHMA.
July 11: Beyond the Binary: Expanding diversity and inclusion in the
workplace by looking through the
lens of the "other".
Facilitator: Randi Kemmler, M.ED.
Educator, Academic & Life Skills.
August 8: Intentional Healing of the
Spirit.
Facilitator, Barbara "B" Akins, RN,
BSN, BC-PMHN, FCN. Cone Behavioral Health Hospital.
September 12: Medical Aspects of
Yoga and Meditation.
Facilitator: Dr. Steve Landau, MD,
FAAFP, ABHM, E-RYT. Disability
Examiner, MDSI.
October 10: Current Drug Trends.
Facilitator: Angela Maxwell, MS,
CSAPC, ICPS. Alcohol and Drug
Services, Prevention Services Director

27 people attended the Mental Wellness and Recovery Summit. A great big thank
you to Michelle Bostian and Greensboro Day School for providing a great venue
for the event!

November 10: Thriving in Difficult
Times: An Introduction to Resiliency.
Facilitator: Allison Forti, PhD, LPC,
NCC. Assistant Teaching Professor,
Wake Forest University.
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IN THE WORDS OF THE BOSS
It is rarely easy to understand and manage mental health issues when they enter our
lives. Sometimes it is us who are caught up, sometimes someone we care about. But
the words do not come easily, explaining what happens inside a mind that no longer
works as it once did. Unfortunately, words are what we have to try to communicate
what we think, feel, and how fearful or angry or sad we are.
In his recent autobiography, Born to Run, Bruce Springsteen turns his crisp, insightful, and at times mystical ability to use words to show how his own ongoing
struggle with mental illness weaves throughout the narrative of his life -- all 67 years
of it. His approach to the topic is both eloquent and straightforward -- no apologies
or acknowledgement that there might actually be a stigma attached to mental illness. Springsteen is unsparing in his openness regarding his own experiences,
which will be familiar to many who live with mental illness. He introduces the mental illness narrative early on, describing the branch of his family that left Ireland
during the Potato Famine to settle in America. “I don’t know where it started, but a
serious strain of mental illness drifts through those of us who are here, seeming to
randomly pick off a cousin, an aunt, a son, a grandma and, unfortunately, my dad.”
“The highway's jammed with
broken heroes on a last chance
power drive
Everybody's out on the run tonight
But there's no place left to hide
Together Wendy we can live with
the sadness
I'll love you with all the madness
in my soul
H-Oh, Someday girl I don't know
when
We're gonna get to that place
Where we really wanna go
And we'll walk in the sun
But till then tramps like us
Baby we were born to run “

Born To Run lyrics © Downtown
Music Publishing, Rockaway
Music Corp.
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His father’s lifelong struggle with what was eventually diagnosed, late in his life, as
paranoid schizophrenia and manic depression, causes tumult and turmoil in the
father-son relationship throughout their lives. But his father finally gets some of the
help he needs when he is older and Springsteen is grown. Through the encouragement of his family and his own willingness to accept professional help, Springsteen’s
father was hospitalized, where he was “observed, tested and put on some medication that returned him to Earth and to us.” While he was not ever completely well,
“modern pharmacological medicine gave my father ten extra years of life and a
peace he might never have had.”
For Springsteen, he begins to realize his own issues as an adult. “My depression is
spewing like an oil spill all over the beautiful turquoise-green gulf of my carefully
planned and controlled existence. Its black sludge is threatening to smother every
last living part of me.” His manager tells him bluntly: that he needs to seek professional help. Two days later, Springsteen drove to an office and started the long, never-ending process of healing. “I walk in; look into the eyes of a kindly, white-haired,
mustached complete stranger; sit down; and burst into tears.” He discovered that
discussing what is going on helped. ‘Immediately, over the next few weeks, I regained some equilibrium; I felt myself steadying, righting myself.” At this point in
the narrative, he states clearly and unequivocally the underpinning of his ability to
write this autobiography. “The results of my work with Dr. Myers and my debt to
him are at the heart of this book.”
But this is just the beginning. “So began thirty years of one of the biggest adventures
of my life, canvassing the squirrely terrain inside my own head for signs of life. Life - not a song, not a performance, not a story, but a life. I worked hard, dedicatedly,
and I began to learn things. I began to map a previously unknown internal world. A
world that, when it showed its weight and mass, its ability to hide in plain sight and
its sway over my behavior, stunned me. There was a lot of sadness, at what had happened, at what had been done and what I’d done to myself.” But all is not bad.
“There was good news also: how resilient I’d been, how I’d turned so much of it into
music, love and smiles.”

IN THE WORDS OF THE BOSS (CONT.)
After (unsuccessfully) stopping his antidepressants for a short time (under a
doctor’s care): “I nose-dived like the diving horse at the old Atlantic City steel
pier into a sloshing tub of grief and tears the likes of which I’d never experienced before….Every meaningless thing became the subject of a worldshattering existential crisis filling me with an awful profound foreboding and
sadness. All was lost.” When (under the same doctor’s care) he went to see a
new psycho-pharmacologist: “I sat down and of course, I broke into tears. I motioned to him with my hand, this is it. This is why I’m here. I can’t stop crying!
He looked at me and said, ‘We can fix this.’ Three days and a pill later the waterworks stopped, on a dime. Unbelievable. I returned to myself.”
A later bout of agitated depression, brought on by the end of a tour and happening while he was out of the country for an extended period, highlights the
lure of staying in bed: “but really all I wanted was the bed, the bed, the bed and
unconsciousness. I spent good portions of the day with the covers up to my
nose waiting for it to stop.” As this depression continued, “once I was cut off
from all my favorite things, the things that tell me who I am, I felt myself dangerously slipping away. I became a stranger in a borrowed and disagreeable
body and mind.”
When he finally reached out for professional help: “After a short period on
Klonopin I was able to stop the medication and the agitation did not return. But
it was a terrifying window into mental debilitation and I don’t think I could’ve
gone on like that indefinitely. All of this brought back the ghost of my father’s
mental illness and my family’s history, and taunted me with the possibility that
even after all I’d done, all I’d accomplished, I could fall to the same path….it’s in
me, chemically, genetically, whatever you want to call it, and as I’ve said before,
I’ve got to watch.” By watch, Springsteen is referring to the need to be ever vigilant of his mental wellness and recovery. And his final conclusion: “The only
real bulwark against it was love.”
The words he commands so eloquently to describe and understand his own
mind and what is happening to him are also used to express what he has
learned. The results and conclusions of his own years of difficulty, pain, and
efforts to get better can be understood by anyone, whether having a mental
health diagnosis or not. Springsteen’s story is his own, but it also belongs to so
many of us. A person is not either mentally ill or mentally healthy. We each
have our range of human abilities and human frailties, and at any point we can
slip backward -- or step forward. Springsteen has been amazingly successful
over the course of his life, but he has also struggled and worked hard personally
to cope, to recover, and to live a full life. He serves as an example for us all that
mental illness knows no boundaries, but with hope and perseverance recovery
is possible.

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN, BORN TO
RUN, 2016,
SIMON & SCHUSTER

“But I’d been around long
enough to know history is
sealed and unchangeable.
You can move on, with a heart
stronger in the places it’s
been broken, create new love.
You can hammer pain and
trauma into a righteous sword
and use it in defense of life,
love, human grace and God’s
blessings. But nobody gets a
do-over. Nobody gets to go
back and there’s only one
road out. Ahead, into the
dark.”

“In all psychological wars, it’s
never over, there’s just this
day, this time, and a hesitant
belief in your own ability to
change. It is not an arena
where the unsure should go
looking for absolutes and
there are no permanent victories. It is about a living
change, filled with the insecurities, the chaos, of our own
personalities, and it is always
one step up, two steps back.”

~contributed by a peer and HUGE Springsteen fan
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The Mental Health Association in
Greensboro provides leadership in
identifying and addressing mental
health needs in Greensboro and
serves as an advocate for the mentally ill. The Association seeks to maximize the mental wellness of individuals, families and communities
through education, services, and collaboration with mental health professionals. The Association serves as a
portal for those seeking mental
health information and services.

301 E. Washington St., Suite 111
Greensboro, NC 27401
Phone: 336-373-1402
E-mail: info@mhag.org
www.mhag.org

EMPTY NESTER TIPS
May and June signal graduations and excitement for some, dread for others.
While ‘empty nest syndrome’ may not be a DSM-5 accepted diagnosis, many
parents experience anxiety, depression and worry when their chicks are ready to
fly the coop. Others welcome the new freedom and extra space. Googling ‘empty
nest’ yields lots of tips, some more helpful than others. (Sell your house and buy
an RV? Senior triathlon?)
According to Dr. Terri Orbuch, a marriage therapist and author of "5 Simple
Steps to Take Your Marriage From Good to Great," it is important for couples to
talk about their expectations in advance and to work to reconnect, both to themselves and to each other. She suggests making time to talk and pursuing individual and joint hobbies and activities. (Read the full article at http://
www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/sc-empty-nesters-college-family-081620160812-story.html).
Molly Edmonds at How Stuff Works recommends five strategies for adjusting to
an empty nest that sound like good advice at any time:


Rest



Exercise



Reconnect



Follow your passion



Set a schedule for communication with your child

(http://health.howstuffworks.com/wellness/aging/empty-nest/5-empty-nestadjusting-tips.htm)
The Mayo Clinic provides several additional tips for coping with empty nest syndrome:


Accept the timing



Keep in touch



Seek support



Stay positive



Plan ahead

(http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/emptynest-syndrome/art-20047165)

Isabelle Hunt, volunteer, took the art
class on an excursion to the South
Pacific in May.
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